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Natural Radiation Dose to Gamnarus 

Abstract 

Garamarus is a zooplankton ubiquitous in the world's aquatic 

ecosystems. Ihe purpose of this investigation is to evaluate the natural \ y ~ 

radiation dose rate to whole body and components of the Ganmarus species \ -

(I.e., G. tlgrjnus, G. fasciatus and G. daiberi) that occur in the Hudson I 

River, and to compare the results with the upper limits of dose rates from; 
\ 

man made sources to the whole body of the organisms. Methods «ere developed 
226 to study the distribution of alpha emitters from Ha plus daughter products ¿£ 

in Ganmarus using autoradiographic techniques, taking into account the amount s: 

of radon that escapes from the organisms. This methodology may be adapted to 

study the distribution of alpha emitters in contaminated tissues of plants and 

animals. Short term accumulation (less than 200 hours) of from -i 

water-to-Garanarus under laboratory conditions resulted, in an internal alpha 

dose rate to the exoskeleton and soft tissues at about 10 times the average -

alpha dose rate to the whole body, the latter calculated under the assumption 
226 that Ra was uniformly distributed throughout the organism. The natural alpha 

radiation dose rate to Ganmarus represents only about 5% of the total natural 

dose to the organism, i.e., 492 mrad/yr. On the other hand, the external 

a - . « t e a » to « K , 238u Plus a*u*te» « * * * m Plus a****** 

accumulated in the sediments comprise 91% of that total natural dose rate, the 

remaining percentage being due to natural Internal beta emitters and cosmic 

radiation. Man made sources can cause an external dose rate up to 224 mrad/yr, 

?to4eh comprises roughly 1/3 of the total dose rate (up to 716 mrad/yr, natural 



plus man made) to the Garmarus of Hudson River in front of Indian loint 

Nuclear Power Station. However, it might be observed that in tacas of 

dose-equivalent the natural sources of radiation would contribute with more 

than 75% of the total dose to Gammarus, because of the biological effects of 

high L E T radiations that make the dose from internally omitted alpha 

particles at least as important as those front the background ganma plus beta 

radiation. 
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Natural Radiation Sage to Ganwarus 

Introduction 

lhe investigation of the radiation dose tu aquatic organisms 

under laboratory conditions and in the natural environment has been 

recognized by Ttempleton et al. (1971) as an important subsidizer to establish 

a baseline for studies of the effects of radiation. IV» main âif ficulties are <*-

related to the calculations of the dose rate from radionuclides absorbed by 

or adsorbed on aquatic organisms in general, and plankton in particular, as 

follow : (1) radionuclides are seldon distributed uniformly throughout the 

organisms; and (ii) the wide variation in the energy and type of emissions. 

Using conventional dosimetry, Cherry (1964) has assumed that 50% 

of the energy of alpha particles emitted in diatoms was absorbed within the 

organisms, without consideration neither of the distribution of alpha emitters 

nor the geometry of the phytoplankton diatom. Later, the investigators from 

South Africa (Shannon and Cherry, 1971), (Shannon, 1972a)have assumed, in new 

dose estimations, that 25% of the total energy of alpha particles emitted in 

a phytoplankton would be absorbed, vhile for the zooplankton nearly 100% would 

be absorbed, assuming in both cases undefined geometries for the organisms and 

uniform distribución of alpha emitters. Those somewhat arbitrary assumptions led 

to the indication that the natural radiation dose received by plankton might be 

higher than the estimations (i.e., between 40 and 620 rarad/yr from deep sea 

sediments) nade earlier by Poison and Harley (1957) who assumed that tlie internal 

alpha dose rate to plankton would be negligible. However, not until recently the 

first dosimetric model was introduced (Wbcdhead, 1973) to calculate the radiation 

dose to plankton. 
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lhe dosimetric tKfñ/f"\ developed by ̂ ydhwwd fwrwHpff- that all 

phytoplankton species are representad fay a sphere of unit density; tissue 

SO ym diameter, and all zooplankton species are represented by a cylinder of 

unit density tissue 0.5 cat long and 0.2 cm diameter. Although Wüodhead's 

model aBstmRs these generalized geometries for phyto and aoo plankton, it 

fails to discuss distributions of alpha emitters other than the uniform 

distribution throughout the entire volume of the geometric figures adopted. 

Às a consequence, the dosimetric node! developed by Wbodhead is helpful to 

make general comparisons, but it is inadequate to calculate the alpha dose 

rate to any p¡wt--trf»T|aT- species of plankton. 

A dosimetric model which .takes into account the distribution of alpha 

emitters is developed in this work with aid of quantitative autoradiograph, and 

applied to calculate the internal alpha dose rate to selected components of 

Gmmsarus. The total (internal plus external) natural dose rate is calculated 

from direct measurements and then compared with the upper limits for external 

dose rate from man made sources in the area of the Hudson River where Garamarus 

have been collected. 

Brief Summary of Existing Data on 

Natural Radioactivity in Plankton. 

Ihe capacity of plankton to concentrate radionuclides has been 

• reported in several publications, but this revieseis restricted to those 

reports that present data on naturally occurring radionuclides. Hables 1, 2 and 

3 summize the data found in the literature on plankton content of ^Sa (ta 

ble 1), n o P b and n 0 P o '*able 2} and 40K, total alpha ard 22*B» (table 3). 
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Assuming for ccmpaiison purposes that in table 1 the weight 

« d u d » , factor are 0.02, « V , «et and 0.20, dry/, « t , the « m a * of * « « . 

-15 in mixa: plankton ranges from 2 x 10 g/g wet Calañas finraarcus (Brunovski, 

1932) up to 7.6 x I O " 1 3 g/g wet in unspecified mixed plankton (Havlik, 1970 a). 

lhe average concentration of in phytoplankton goes up to 1.2 * 10 

g/g wet which has been found mostly in Chaetoceros and Bhiaosolenia from 

Agulhas Current, South Africa (Shannon and Cherry, 197A). On August 26, 1973 a 

4 saqple containing over 10 Ganmarus organisms was collected in the Hudson 

-14 
River near Indian Point. Maasuranents nade in that sample indicate 4.8 x 10 

g Ra/g wet, which is a concentration well within the range of average 

concentrations reported in the literature for mixed plankton of several origins 

(see table 1). 

Lead-210 and PoloniurrZLO are two of those radionuclides genetically 

related to 226Ra. Lead-210 is a beta emitter with 21 years half-life, which 

is the grandparent of the alpha emitter 138 days half-life (see table 4); 

210 210 
Both, Fb and Po Iiave been reported (see table 2) to concentrate in 

plankton independently of However, the concentration factors of 

210 
and Bo for planktm are still to be determined. 

Potassium-40, a long-lived (1.2 x 1Q9 years half-life) naturally 

occurring beta emitter, has been reported to concentrate in plarkton up to 

40 
10.8 pCi K/g dry (Osterbery et al.# 1963 - see also table 3). 

T; :; maxim:.!! reported total alpha activity in plankton is as high 

as 95 pCi/g dry (Cherry, 1%4). The average total alpha activity for 145 

soples measured ay Shannon (1969) was calculated to be circa 5.0 pCi/g dry 

(so» table 3). Using considerations based upon the average count rate to 

mpaiX9ncal&" in the "rapid-pairs" technique underlying the rapid sequential 
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and lb (see table 5), which íes describred by 

Turner et al, (1958) and later «as further developed and used by Cherry (1963) 

and Shannon (1969), the thoriun series were assured to contribute between 14 to 

46% (Cherry, 1964) and 30% on the averaçe (Shannon (1969) to the total alpha 

activity of plankton. However, only few direct measurements of radionuclides of 

the thorium series in plankton have been nade thus far, as a consequence, little 

Is known about their concentration factors in those organists. 

Th-228 is an alpha emitter which is granddaughter of the beta emitter 

^ t e (see table 5). 3he concentration of ^ T h has been reported to be 0.027 

p Ci/g wc+ in phytoplankton and G.008 p Ci/g wet in zooplankton collected near 

South Africa (Cherry et al., 1969 - see table 3). In a more recent report, the 

average concentration of in 15 sairpLes was calculated to be 0.39 p Ci/g 

' dry (= 0.08 p Ci/g w?t) with a range from O.C-44 p Ci/g dry up to 1.76 p Ci/g dry 

(Shannon, 1972b - see table 3). 

lb the best of our knowledge, there is no report of direct 

measurements of the concentration in plankton thus far. However, the 

sample of H2g of wet plankton collected in the Hudson River on August 26, 1973, 

as mentioned earlier, was reduced to 2.602g of ashed material and counted for 

gana spectrometric analysis described elsewhere (Pasctoa, 1975). lhe 

' photopeaks of 22^ftc (6.13h. half-life) indicated a concentration of 228Ra 

(parent of 228Ac) and/oar (grandparent of 228Ac) equal to 

0.06 ± 0.015 p Ci/g wet in the plankton from Hudson River (see table 3). 

Ihe quantitative biological removal of radium and thorium isotopes 

from water is still an unresolved problem, lhe distinction between the 

cc**ntrations of 228Ra and 228lh in plankton is iaçortant, because it is 

not known whether the content of plankton is only the result of the 

228 
the decay of Ra within the organism or if it is also due to direct uptake 
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of ^Tfe. lhe conjugation of the 9 m » spectroaetric analysis as used in 

and 228th content of plankton. Further research i s due in this direction. 

Die only direct insasurerents of /2T!h in plankton, crier to this 

work, were reported by Cherry et al. (1969) and Shannon (1972b), as i t has 

been raentioned earlier. These authors claim that direct biological removal of 

fro* sea^uater to plankton «ould compete with the decay of Tía as ; 

a source of in plankton. However, since Cherry ct al . (1969) and 

a r a . (1972» perfcmd only alffca « « r e * * , , the a c t » ! « M t of « S . 

in plankton «as not reported, lhe uptake of ^Tla by plankton would bring into 

existence, through beta decay, a source of °T!h within plankton that i s 

independent of the direct uptake of Tti by the organism. Cherry et al . (1969) 

have stated correctly that: "...data on both 232Th and 22*Ih in both 

seawater and plankton will be required oef ore the relative importance of 

biological renoval of thorium isotopes can be assessed quantitatively". fhis 

statenent i s s t i l l valid today, but i t should be added that direct determination 

of Ra in plankton i s also needed, since thr> concentration (Moore, 1969) and 
228 the distribution (Kaufman et al., 1973) of "TRa in waters of the world oceans 

have been reported. Moore (1969) observed that the activity ratio 2^Th/2 Ba 

ranges from 0.3 to 3.0 , regardless the iirportance that the position and depth 

of sanple collection might have in the over al l proble» of disequilibrium of 

the thorium series in the world's ocean waters. On the other hand, Brcerker et 

a l . (1973) reported that the activity ratio 22^Th/228Ra in open ocean 

averages 0.21, and suggested that the cause for this low ratio would be the 

high reactivity of thorium in surface water. Although their suggestion i s 
228 supported by a number of evidences, the possibility of high uptake of 8a by 

plankton in the water has not been folly explored as an explanation for the 

disequilibriura of the thorium series in seawater . Samples of seawater are 
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ordinari ly analyzed for 228Ra without separation of suspended «a t t e r ; 

therefore, v a r i l l e quanti t ies of narine plankton may be included i n the 

sawples. Measurenents of the ac t iv i ty r a t i o in unf i lbered 

water, f i l te red ocean weter and in plankton should be perfaaareâ before tibe 

re la t ive iiqportance of the uptake qf 228Ra by plankton can be estimated 

r ea l i s t i c a l l y as far as the disequilihrluro of the thorium se r i e s i n 

aeawater i s concerned. 

Mean Alpha Biergy Available for Deposition i n 

Organises following flccanalation of Ra-228 and 

Ra-226 

Ttie natural alpha dose ra te to an organism depends, of course, on 

the alpha energy available for deposition within that organism. On the other 

hand, the alpha energy available for deposition i s a function of the fraction 

220 

of the gaseous radionuclides of the natural ¿exies, x . e . , Rn (thoron) aid 

Tin (radon) tha t escape from the organism, because thry are both alpha 

emitters themselves ard precursors of oth&r Alpha emitters . 

Accordifi-?!'/, fo.; Jo>i¿¿^tcíc ¿AS.¿oses, i t i s .necessary t o know the 

mean alpha energy, E _, available for deposition within the organism 
'I'yQ 2 2 8 

following uptake of ' " ' ' ¡ ^ and/or Ti» if the dosimetry is based on counting 

alpha tracks in autcradiographs, as it will be explained elsewhere in this 

«Ode. The expression for Ê may be written as follows: 
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«taeee the average alpha energies E ̂ ^ and B^- . per disintegration of 

each raoUonuclide relevant in the 228Ra chain of daughters are : 

Eo*-l * 5 ' 3 8 , w r * °-°° 1 8 x 5*177 * O-005 * 5 ' 2 i 2 

4 0.28 x 5.341 4- 0.71 * 5.424 for 22*Ih ; 

E*T-2 - 5.67 i«f - 0.052 x 5.447 + Ü.94S x 5.684 for 22*Ra ; 

Eo£P-3 = 6 * 2 9 MeS? fot 2 2 í^n * 
Ed*-4 = 6 * 7 8 " ^ **" a 6 f t > '" 
Ece*-5 * 2*18 " ^ * ° ' 0 0 4 X 5*606 + °* 0 0 6 2 x S*767 

• 0.252 x 6.050 + 0.0S6 x 6.089 far 

ErfP-6 * 5*6 3 ^ ^ * °*&*07 * 8 - 7 8 5 í o r «"o corresponâing to 

branching ratio of ; and 

f_ i s the fraction of thoron gas escaping from the organism. 

lhe half-life of thoron i s only 55.3 seconds and the biological, mechanisms 

of release ordinarily last hours, therefore, i t i s reasonable to hypothesize 

that £_. nay be considered negligible, although l i t t l e Is s t i l l known about 

the anotint of thoron and radon gases produced that escape from aquatic organistas 

after accuntilation of 228Ra and Ra, respectively. 

Bws, substituting f^* 0 and the average alpha energies from E . 

through EflT_6 into equation (1), the average alpha energy, 1 ^ , 

(2) E ^ = 31.9 MeV 
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The rationale behing the ̂ prcodmation t• « 0 may be reinforced by 

keeping in mind that the exhalation of thoron produced in human beings 

depends on the nature of the internal coiitamination, and it ranges from 

0.12% to 12% (I.C.R.P., 1968). irse mean alpha energy available for 

228 228 

deposition per disintegration of Ba and/or Th calculated by 

equation (1) with jt^ * 0.12 (i.e., by taking the upper limit of 12% 

of thoron escaping) is 23.7 MeV which represents; about 90% of the 

mean alpha energy available for deposition with total thoron retention. 

lhe dose rate tc Gawnarus due to concentration of HRa Is 
226 

mainly due to the alpha uisintegration of Ba itself plus the alpha 

disintegration of its daughter products through since the ingrowth 

of is slowed by the long half-life of (21 years). 

Analogically to the proceeding case, the mean alpha energy, E ^ , 

:or deposition 

be expressed as follows: 

226 
available for deposition within the organism following uptake of Ba nay 

(3) S«R ' V l 4 (1~ V ¿2
 E«R* 

where the average alpha energies £Jy~i and E..p_k per desintegration of 

the corresponding radionuclides are: 

EaR-l " *-77 «eV » 0.335 * 4.598 + P.945 x 4.781 for 226Ra 

EaR~3 * 6 * 0 0 ^ f o r 2 I 8 p o 

EaR~4 * 1 M M e V f c r 2 I 4 p ° '' a n d 

# t a i s the fraction of radon gas <*scaping frcm the organism. 
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lhe half-life of radon gas i s 3.82 days, hence the seasoning 

made earlier for thoron cannot be applied &sx radon. 'therefore, the fraction, 

f- , of radon gas produced inside a Gaoraarus that escapes frcm the organism 

ought to be known in order to calculate the mean alpha energy available for 

deposition within t-.*z organism after accunulaticn of Ha. Laboratory 

experiments described elsewhere (faschoa, 1575) were set up to aetexwine the 

fraction, f^ , of radon that escapes front Gawmarus previously labelled 
226 with Ra. Ihe mean fraction of radon escaping from the labelled organism 

i s f^ m 0.62 ± 0.09* with a range from 0.425 ± 0.003 to 0.04 * 0.01 

It xis, substituting f~ « 0.62 in place of f~ into equation (3), 

the Mean energy, Ê.R , available for deposition in Garrmarus following intake 

of 226Ra i s : 

(4) EaR « 12.1 ffeV. 

The flBphipod Gattrnarus ocajring in the Hudson River 

lhe macrozooplankton order Araphipcd genus Ganroarus £rs distributed 

on shore and offshore waters, in brackish waters with tidal inlets , liKe the 

Lower Hudson River, in fresh water streams, in lakes, in Artie regions and 

even in hot springs (Bousfield, 1973). 

The iracxozooplankton, Ganmarus, most usually collected in the 

Hudson River estuary i s C. tigrinus (Lauér e t a l . , 1973), however, G. fasciatus 
anâ 9.r daiberi are also likely to occur in the Hudson River. According to 

Bousfield (1973), str ict ly fresh water artçhipods like G. fasciatus may be 

washed into estuaries or even into marine habitats, but oligohaline brackish 

anphipodr; as Ganroarus tigrinuiai and Garomarus daiberi, for exarple are seldcn 

la due to propagation of errors p.»3cciated with stat is t ical counting only. 
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found in full marine salinities. 

The Gantnarus spp. living in the Rutean River estuary constitute 

iaportant food in the diet of many species of fish inhabiting the estuary On 

the other hand, Gammarus eat bacteria, phytcplankbon, other zcoplankton, and 

also practice cannibalism. 

The average life span of Gammarus in the Hudson River r-stuary is 

believed to be less than one year, because most of the adult population is 

consumed by other animals before growing old. However, 15 months is an acceptable 

upper limit for the lifetime of Gamoarus in the Hudson River. 

A magnified photograph (12 X) of a typical Gamtnarus of the Hudson 

River estuary is shown in figure 1. The total average weight of a mixture 

of adult and young adult organians was found to be 5.2 ± 1.5 rag wet by 

weighing 77 organisms. The average percentage of water obtained by 

weighing again 70 organisms after drying completely at room temperature, 

and subtract the results from the corresponding wet weigh, *as found to be 

70 ± 6%, on the average, of the total weigh of an organism. Vhe distribution of 

mass throughout the body has been determined and it is given in table 6. 

Soft-tissue plus water comprise 74 t 8%, exoskeleton 20 ± 5%, and the 

appendeges only 6 ± 3%. 

In the following morphological description supplemented with 

information taken from Sexton (1928), Clemens (1950) and Bousfield (1973) the 

particulars of G. daiberi, G. fasciatus and G. tigrinus are sacrificed tc- permit 

a better comprehension of the genus Gammarus. The detailed description may be 

followed more easily if the reader refers to figure 2. 

Body - The body is elongated and somewhat compressed. It consists 

essentially of head, pF„raeon and abdomen. The last named is composed of the 

pleon and th? urosome. The length of the body ranges from 8 to 17mm and the 

diameter from 1.0 to 2.0 rem in adult organisms. 

* la 



Head - lhe head carries two pairs of antennal, two sy/anetrical eyes above the 

bases of the antenna!, awl the mouth parts, lhe upper antenna is composed of 

a peduncle with three segments and a multisegmented flagellum. Above the 

primary flagellum there is a much shorter accessory flagellum also awltisegraented 

The lower antenna is composed of a peduncle with five segment* and a flagellum. 

shorter than the flagellum of the upper antenna, albeit similar in structure. 

"The first two segments of the lower antenna carries the gland cene through 

which the antennal gland excretes. 

Peraeon - lhe peraeon is composed of seven segments each bearing a pair of 

Untos also seven-segmented, lhe pairs of limbs connected to the seven segments 

are called peraepods, and the first two pairs of peraepods receive the special 

name of gnatropods. lhe heart is located under the dorsal structure of the 

peraeon and it does not appear in figure 2. It is an elongated segment tube 

surrounded by a pericardiac sinus. Also in the peraeon are the hepato-pancreatic 

tubes, and the reproductive organs. In the female the oviducts open each side 

of the 5th segment of the peraeori, and in the male the testes are syometrical 

cylindrical tubes from the 3rd to the 5th peraeonal segment which open on the 

7th segment, lhe digestive system, like the reproductive organs and the heart, 

also does not appear in figure 2. It consists of a foregut, midgut and 

hindgut, the last being a shore straight tube emptying via the anus. Ihe foregut 

is connected to the mouth by a short esophagus and consists of a cardiac .< 

stomach. Hie excretory system also includes the posterior end of the midgut 

and the gland cone referred to under the title "IteadH. 

Abdomen - lhe abdomen is composed of three anterior segments, the pleon, and 

three posterior segments, the urc*oroe. The three pairs of limbs in the pleon are 

called pleopods and they are multisegmented. lhe urosome has three pairs of 

uropods. Between the third pair of pleopods and the first pair of umpods there 



is a plate-shaped body outgrowth callea epiíaanon, the abdomen ends in a tail 

piece, dorsal to the anus, called telson. 

Chemical conçoeition of the exoskeleton - the exoekeleton is made of chitin, 

CjHj^NOg. Chitin is a polysacharlde abundant in nature, consisting of long 

unhranched molecular chain of N-acsetyl-D-gluoosaoaine linked by B-l, 4 bounds, 

and it is also named g - (1-»• 4)-2-acetan»ido-2-deoxy-D~gluaoee. 

the definite crystalline structure of chitin can be represented by the 

following formula; 

j 0 . — O " •-, : 4 » f I O r- O - • • 

IA \i i/! 'v Z1 \ 

. p.,.! \ . .,„!• ¡ i o I—• o ...J \ V ! 
• ! i H ¡i i i In 

H KHCOC;?3 CiJ^OH H K»COCK3 

There has been sane dispute about the existence of several chitins with 

different chemical structures. Lillie (1954) has observed that the reactions 

of chitins from adult schistosomes and egg walls of ascáride were different 

from those reactions of chitin from schistosome egg cutile. However, Pearse (1960) 

after trying a variety of tests, has concluded that chitins of several origins 

presented, essentially, the same chemical properties. It is well known that 

chitin has properties sittilar to cellulose. 

tihltin from the. exoskeleton of zcoplankton is practically insoluble in water, 

dilated acias, soluted and concentrated alkalis, alcohol, and other organic 

solvents, but it is soluble in concentrated JC1, n^SOj, M » 3 , 78 - 97% 

HgfOf, and anhyâxous HOOCH. 
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Microdiatribiiticta of Alpha - emitting Badiosutclidesin label ie¿i Gsmraarus -

^¿perimantal Methodology ̂  and iResults 

Auto-radiograph studies of the -Jistribut-ion of *" JT& in several 

eatponents of Garanarus constituted the ground work CHI -which the dosimetric 

calculation to evaluate t i e average alpha dose ra te to a part icular organ 

or t issue of the crganism have bean based. 

The steps to make autoradiographs of Oxiraarus are l i s ted in 

table 7'. The version of hraroatoxilin ard eosin staining procedures described 

in the steps 18 to 36 of table 7 are based on the Manual of Histological and 

Special Staining Techniques {i960). • 

Auuaradioqraphs suitable to c a l í l l a t e the ccrcenxration, C , of 

226 226 
Ra (in uCi ' Ba/g tissue) in metxrrolurnes of t i ssue near the s i t e of 

deposition of alpha emitters were obtained with Gstruraaras previously labelled 

- 226 226 
with a mean concentration, C , of R* (in pCi Ra/g) i n i t i a l l y free 

210 210. 
fran Po. The reason for the exclusion of the alpha emitter, FO, ai*i i t s 

210 precursor, fii, fnan the labelling solution i s to prevent the d i rec t uptake 

Of Po frafr-watsr-to-Ganttiarus. Direct uptake of Po in airounts 
2"jf, 

conparable to that ot the uptake of Ra would interf ex with tiie calculations 

based on alpha track counting carried out to determine the micxoconceitcation 
2?fi 

of Pa within Garomarus. 

The r«noval of *x JBi and ' 'po was then achieve by using an 

adaptation of the method developed by C/iheri and Kncip (1969) to analyie 

°Pb in the urine of uranium minors. The water labelled with 226Pa i s 

heatô3 to 80"'c and s t i r red for three hours. Five s teel ba l l s , 5 mm 

diameter each, li.iod up as a s t i r r ing rod, are made to turn for three hours 

a t the botton of a teflon beaker under the influence of a magnetic s t i r r ing 

210 
device. Under these conditions, /Ei deposits spontaneously onto the 
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surface of the ba l l s , Tiie s tee l ba l ls a re then reraovad from the -¿ater and 

counted in a gatm» spectrometer to deck for gama raye from Ra,- Pb 

and T3i, which would .Indicate deposition of "* °Ra, as well as of 

arrl 2 1 4 Bi . These l a s t three radionuclides are , in fact , deposited onto 

the surface of the bal ls with 210Bi and 2 l 0Pi-. However, on the tesis of the 

oount r a t e under the photopeak a t 186 fcev,. i t has bean detenrlnsâ that 

the deposited ac t iv i ty corresponds to only about 0.8% of tive to t a l *" «e 

act ivi ty i j i i t ia l ly present in the water. 

She concentration of in microvolumes of t issue can be 

calculated by quantitat ive analysis of autoradiographs based upon alpha track 

counting.. Several investigations have used non-unifoimity factors, c*/^r,* t 

obtained by autoradiography t o study the dose due to deposition of radian 

in bone (Hoecker and Roofe, 1951), (Spiers, 1953), (Hindmarsh, e t a l . , 1957, 

1958} and (Lloyd, 1961). Siioilarly, riDn-uniforinity factors, C^/C are 

used in t h i s work to compare the concentratteJns, C,, of 226Ka in 

nácrovolunes of an organ or t i ssue to the average concentration, C , of 

226 
Ba in that particular organ or tissue. In addition to that, the average 

concentration, c , of Ra in the organ or tissue, is carpared to the 

- 226 
mean concentration, CG , of JSa in Gamarvwi, lhe last quantity is 

calculated under the- assumption of uniform distribution of Ra throughout 

the entire irass of the organian. Tins, the ratio C/C^ allows a comparison 

between the internal dose rate to an organ or tissue to the «¡oan internal 

dose rate to the entire Gammarus, since internal dose rates depend ran, of 

course, the concentration of radionuclides in the entity irradiated. 

226 
* where : C. is the concentration of Ra in a microvolaae of bone 

tissue and 

"• 226 
CL is the mean concentration of Ra in the whole bone under 

the assumption of uniform distribution 
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The quantity Cp permits to calculate a Mean dose r a t e based upar*, the 

existing dosimetric nodel foe zooplankton developed by WMdhead (1373). 

The nurfiber of alpha par t i c le tracks i^raarded in an area, A , 

of an autoradiograph can be.related to the number of alpha miss ions in a 

microvoltsne, ATI, of t issue by taking in to account the lindting cases when 

the emission of an alpha par t ic le in a s i t e of the t i ssue section wi l l not 

r e su l t in a track in the nuclear enulsion. Here R i s defirMod* as the range 

in t issue of an alpha par t ic le of mean energy, £ , which depends on the 

friTcti.Qn of radon escaping fra» the t i s sue section during the preparation of 

the autcaradiograph. on the other hand, the rubber of alpha amissions in the 

ndcrovolunte, AR, i s related, of course, t o the concentraidLon of fôt ijn 

the oorresponding ndcrccass o* t i ssue that contains alpha emitting atoms. 

Thus, by counting alpha par t i c le tracks in m area, ft, of nan autxaraMagraph 

i t i s possible to determine the rrAcraxncentration of "*" Ra in t i ssue . 

Eor purposes of analytical calculation sctm ^ ¡ ^ i i f y ing assumptions 

are made, as xollows, (refer t o figure 3} : 

(a) alpha par t ic les are isotropically emitted fropi point C, at. a cteptii x 

in the t issue; 

(b) each alp!» par t ic le entering the sasilsion will r esu l t in a recorded track 

and 

(c) an alpha par t ic le aiütted from point 0 wi l l not resu l t in a recorded 

track in the eroulsion if — either the angle, ft , of the direct ion of the 

emission with respect to the normal, ORB, t o the plane of separation 

between the t issue section arid the .amisión i s larger than b , with 

•This definition has been adopted ear l ie r by Spiers (1968) to determine, 
aaccesfully, concentrations of 226Ite in a micro«/olvinc; of bone by 
means of autoradiography. 
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aos 6 = x/R ; os: the patb of thk alpha par t ic le i s S o r t e r t i«a the range* 

F , of an alpha par t ic le of mean energy, E , 

hs a consequence, the probability p(x) that an alpina par t ic le 

emir tea from point 0 at a depth x < R within the t issue section tri l l 

produce a t rac* in t i » adjacent eraulsicm can be calculated on the .iyisis of the 

theory for alpha par t i c le detection (Finney mã Evans, 193Ü) as follows * : 

(5) p ÍK) = S-i2a 
4fr 

where : fi (x) i s the solid angle limitiwj the passible paths of alpha 

par t ic les emitted from 0 airl entering the emisión {sea figure 3). 

Thus, substituting <f> (x) by the defini t ion of solid angle <4nd taking the 

aproprlato l imits for the integration, p(K) can tie calculated ae : 

o .2ir -j 
/ f JT .oin .a d e d * _ o ^ • o 

4 r P.2 

<6) p (X) 

A {I - y.m 

lhe fraction of alpha par t ic les eaiituei .from uniformly distributed alpharea-itilng 

radiomicll*3er> iji a volume, AR, of t i ssue iidjacent to the eroulsion that enters 

an area, A , of contact between the easilfiion atti the tiísíaie can be c&lcvlateá 

fren» the probability, p{y.) ., giw¡n by equation (6). © M S , the nunfcei, n , 

of alpha par t ic les entering an arta,,, h , of ti*: íamulsion per square micron peí; 

* Using equivalent asflUfoptionG, líoecker and .Roof*? (1951) have calcúlate*;» a 

similar p (x) for studies of xaâXw. in homem bone. 
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unit time is related to the number, N , of alpha particles emitted per 

cubic micron per unit time from a volume, AR , of tissue, as follows* x 

R 
(7) n = N fQ p(x) dx 

_ NR 
- j - • 

where* R * s the range in tissue (ordinarily expressed in microns) of an 

&*pha particle of mean energy, I . 

The number, a , given by equation (7} can also be interpreted as the rate of 

alpha particle tracks recorded per hour per square micron of autoradiograph, 

v*ien it is taken into account the assumption (b) above (i.e., each alpha 

particle entering the emulsion will rest.lt in a recorded track). 

lhe mean percent fraction of radon produced in Gannarus that 

escapes from the organism is about 62% , as it has been mentioned earlier. 

This percentage is similar to 60% radon escape that it was used by 

Rowland and Marshall (1959) in autoradiography of bone based on the 

assumption that the percentage reported by Rowland et al. (1958) from 

experimental work on radon escape from mineral bone may be applied for 

quantitative autaradiographs. 

Following uptake of 226Ra initially free from 21QPo, the 

226 
disintegration of a Fa atom corresponds to an energy of 12.1 MeV 

available for deposition in Genroarus (see expression 4). However, in order 

to associate a mean energy to each alpha particle track recorded in the 

autcradiograph, it is more convenient to interpret that the energy of 

12.1 MeV has been delivered by 2.14 alpha particles of mean energy of 

5.64 MeV per alpha particle per disintegration of abem, because as a 

•Direct derivation of equation (7) is given in Spiers (1968) pp. 199-200, 
and it is also based on the theory of alpha particle detection of 
Finney and Evans (1935). 

http://rest.lt
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result of the mean fraction of radon escaping from Gamuarus only 1*14 

alpha particles, in average, are emitted in tissue following each 

desintegration of Sa. luas, any alpha track counted in the autoradiograph 

is now interpreted as resulting from the interaction of an alpha particle of 

initial mean energy of 5.64 MsV with the emulsion. 

The reason to associate any alpha particle track to a hypothetical 

5.64 MeV alpha particle rather than to analyse the angular and linear 

components of each track to infer the initial energy of the individual alpha 

particle is to avoid the uncertainties associated with the analysis of angular 

and linear distribution of tracks in autoradiographs. Ihe asan alpha energy per 

alpha particle per 226Ra disintegration is shown in figure 4 as a function 

of the fraction, f , of radon escaping. As it can be seen in that figure, an 

increase of 10% in the fraction of radon escaping from the organism 

corresponds to a decrease of only 3% in the mean alpha energy (which is 

226 
5.64 MeV) available for deposition per alpha particle per Ra disintegration. 

The range, R , in tissue associated with an alpha particle of 

5.64 MeV can be as-juroed to be approximately equal to the mean range in water 

of an alpha particle of the same energy. So, the range, R , in water-like 

tissue of a 5.64 MeV alpha particle can be taken as approximately 40 \m. 

this range is in excellent agreement with the average v? je of the ranges o.c 

alpha particles emitted by Fa and daughters through measured in 

tissue-like polycarbonate by Harley (1971). 

On the other hand, the range of a 5.64 MeV alpha particle in 

nuclear amisión Kodak-NlB is only about 60% of its range in water (Herz, 19Í 

Theoretical analysis of the distribution of track lengths of alpha particles 

in autoradiographs taking into account the ranges of alpha particles of different 

energies in nuclear emulsion, as made by Rotblat and Ward (1956) may help to 
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interpret autoradiographs when both ace present in the 

tissue. However, in the present case, the analysis of track le^jth 

distribution is not necessary because the activities ot Ra and daughters 

in the tissues labelled with 226Ra can be regarded as negligible for 

purposes of quantitative autoradiography. 

Equation (7) can be transformed easily to give lhe concentration 

of Tía in tissue as a function of the resaber of alpha particle tracks 

counted in an area of the microscopic field, «hen the courting efficiency for 

alpha particle tracks in antoradiograph is assumed to be 100%. Thus, the 

number, n , appearing in the left-hard side of equation (7; atiMesswi the 

number of alpha particle tracks recorded in the nuclear emulsion per square 

micron per hour, and it is obtained by counting the number of alpha tracks on 

areas of at least 100 um2 and dividing the resulting number by the total 

area counted and the number of hours that the emisión has been exposed to 

alpha activity in light sealed boxes. On the other hand, the rate, N , of 

alpha particles emitted per hour per cubic micron of a section of tissue 

226 
labelled with C v & Ha/g tissue is given by the following expression: 

(8) N - 3.7 x i o 4 ^ * u g S 2.14 *$»* ) 3.6 « IO3 ^ 

-12 fern3 1 . ~ _ 3 _ ~ ~ ryCA226Ra 
cm 

10 

3 
where : p , the specific mass of tissue is approximately 1 g/cm . 

Substituting N given by expression (8) above into (7), the concentration, C , 

Of Ra (in y Ci Ra/g) in a microvolume of tissue can be calculated from 

the number, n , of alpha particles recorded by the nuclear emisión per square 

micron per hour, as follows: 
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(9) C « 351 n , 

R, the range of a 5.64 MeV mean alpha particle in water-like 

has been taken as 40 ym, as i t has been explained earlier. 

Several autoradiographs of Gastaras veré examined under the 

microscope to detemine the concentrations of 226Ra in Mcrovolunes of the 

esoskeletan, anjaiUjeb and soft tissue. The number of alpha particle tracks in 

areas, A.» of at least 900 \MR2 each wee counted in those autoraflimjr aphs. 

She average distribution of alpha particle tracks over larger areas wrs 

obtained by adding the r u t e of tracks counts on tlie Individual areas, A^ 

and dividing the total ranter of tracks per | A±. H* average rate, n , of 

alpha tracks recorded par hour per separe micron has been calculated for 

exoskeletion, appendage and soft tissue, taking into account the total time that 

the emisión has been exposed to alpha activity fro» the tissue before being 

developed. 

lhe average concentrations of T& in the exoskeletcn, appendages 

and soft tissue of Garamarus that lived for about four hours in a solution of 
2*Ra with a initial concentration of 0.217 n Ci 226Ra/fal are presented 

in table 8. Alpha particle tracks have been counted on an area over 

1.44 x 10 im . The average concentration of Ra in the exoskeleton i s 

almost 20 times higher than the average concentration in soft tissues. On 

the other hand, •«>* average concentration of 226Ra in üie appendages i s 

almost twice as much as that in the exoskeleton. lhe relative concentration 

«a2 2 6» from water-to-exDskeleton, - appendages and - soft tissue appear in the 

l « t coluro of table 8. They range from a de-concentration of 0.42 in soft 

tissue to a concentration of almost 16 in the appendages after that short 
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period ffour hours} of accumulation, the actabolic effects that might result 

fro» the first contact organis^raaianuclide ace not well understood at this 

stage of knowledge of the physiology of Gasnarus. However, the last oolum of 

table 8 suggests that the adsorption of Ba atons to the surfaces of the 

appendages and exoskelebon of Gasearos nay play an isportant role in the 

accumulation process of this radionuclide in the first few hours of contact 

between the organise and the labelled solution. 

Further inforaatfan on the uechanisss of accumulation of ^Tfa by 

Gossans «ere obtained by taking autxaradicgraphs of organisas that had lived 

for 24 and 160 hours (A-24 art A-160) in water with initial 

concentration of Tía equal to 0.94 ± 0.05 n Ci/fed. lhe conoenücation of 

Ra in the labelled water was found to decrease according to the expression: 

(10) C - CQ exp (-0.0021 t> , 

226 where : cQ » 0.94 ± 0.05 n Ci Ra/fcl ; and t i s in hours. 

Table 9 shows the average concentration , C , of in selected parts of 

Gamoarus and the non-unifotcmity ratios, C/€„ , of these average concentrations 

tothesean concentration CG . 15* last was determined through gama 
226 

spectronetry by using the net count rate under the Ra pnotopeak at 186 JceV, 

while the average concentrations, C , were determinei by quantitative 

autoradiography. The reference to a non-identified organ in table 9 i s a 

ormnrrfipnoe of negative results of a consultation with biologists well 

acquainted with the morphology of Gamnarus. Ihus, the staining technique used 

in the autoradiographic process enployed in this work (see table 7) nay prove 

helpful for future studies on the internal morphology of Ganaras, the last two 
226 

columns at right of table 9 indicate that the concentration of Ra decreases 
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in the exoskeleton anâ appendages, and increases in the 6.1. tract 

{casprising the fare-, mid- and eand~gut) ana the non-identified organ as well, 

for measurements made first at 24 hours and then at 160 hours after the 

accumulation of had started. No significative variation has been 

observed for the non-uniformity ratios for soft tissue taken as averages, 

however, in localized spots the ratios may be as high as 1.8. Results shown on 

table 9 indicate that the G.I. tract concentrates at least 10 times as roach 

•s Ba than the concentration that would be expected on the grounds of 

226 
uniform distribution of "Ra throughout the entire mass of Garanarus, and more 

than 20 times the concentration of in any other part of the organism, 

with exception of the non-identified organ already mentioned and localized spots 

in soft tissue. 

Table 10 shows the ratio of the average concentration of 226Ra 

in the G.I. tract to those average concentrations of ^ R a in selected parts 

of Garanarus. After 24 hours of accumulation, the average concentration in the 

G.I. tract vas already almost four times the concentration in the exoskeleton, 

about five times that of the appendages, and one order of magnitude higher than 

the average concentration of Ra in soft tissue (see table 10). After 160 

226 
hours (see table 10), the average concentration of Ra in the G.I. tract had 

increased more than five times, Decerning thirty times higher than that of the 

exosteleton, one-and-one-half times the concentration of 226Ra in the 

im-identified organ (reler to table 9 also), and two orders of magnitude 

higher than the average concentrations in the appendages and soft tissue. 

Therefore, the G.I. tract should be regarded as the critical organ as far as 

the dosimetry of Ra for Gsamarus is concerned. 
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Dosimetric Calculations Taking into Account the Site of Deposition of 

Alpha Quitting Radionuclides in Labelled Garanarus. 

Dose rate to the whole Ganraarus exú tò selected parts of the 

organism have been calculated based upon data on concentration of Ra 

from table 9. 

Ihe calculation of the average alpha dose rates to the 6.1. tract 

and to the non-identified organ, referred to in table 9, are straightforward 

22fi 
because the concentration of Ra in those organs are fairly uniform 

distribrcGd. The average dose rates to soft tissue can also be calculated 

similarly to the dose rates to the G.I. tract and the non-identified organ; 

however, the localized dose rate to the mierovolvmes where the alpha stars 

are locatec (see figure 5 for example) may also be estimated. The upper limit 

for dose rates in soft tissue must be calculated taking into account the 

226 

maximum concentration of Ra in the microvolumes as reported in 

footnote d of table 9. 

The dosimetric calculations for the exoskeleton and the appendages 

require a special approach, because a significant part of the alpha energy is 

deposited outside the organ of interest. The appendages receive only a fractioii 

of the alpha dose rat3 calculated when uniform distribution is assumed because 

the range of an alpha particle of 5.64 MeV is only slightly shorter than the mean 

radius of a cylinder-like appendage. Therefore, a significant fraction of the 

energy available from an alpha particle emission is deposited outside the appendage. 

Dosimetric calculation for the exoskeleton constitutes a problem 

somewhat more complex Chan the foregoing, because the alpha emitters are 

deposited mainly on the surface of the Gammarus body. A? a consequence, only 

the border layer of tissue within the range of the alpha particles emitted 

from the surface is significantly irradiated. The alpha emitters are, in 

reality, clustered in hot spots of the surface of Ganroarus. However, for 
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liable 11 list, among other, the average dose rates, D , to the 

whole body, G.I. tract, soft tissue and a non-identified organ of 

Gamraarus. lhe values D , for the whole body and those components mentioned 

just above, are determined by substituting into equacion (11) the data for C 

that appear in table 9. Ihe alpha dose rate to the G.I. tract (suggested as 

the critical organ) is one order of magnitude higher than the average alpha 

dose rate to the whole body when uniform distribution of Ra throughout 

the entire mass of Gammarus is assumed. On the other hand, the average alpha 

dose rate to the soft tissue is significantly lower than the dose rate to the 

whole tody. 

Ihe alpha dose rate to the whole body as expressed in table 11 is 

equivalent to the alpha dose rate that would be obtained by the model 

developed by Wbodhead (1973) if the generalized geometry adapted to 

aooplankton in that model would be adapted to the specific case of Gammarus 

226 

labelled with Ra. Table 11 shows that the alpha dose rate to components of 

Gammarus may differ within a limit-range of two orders of magnitude, depending 

on the actual distribution of alpha emitters in the organism. Thus, if the 

same is true for other similar aquatic organisms, estimations of alpha dose 

rates by means of Wbodhead's model should be made only for general 

comparisons, or if the actual distribution of alpha emitting radionuclides in 

the organism cannot be known. In any case, extreme prudence must be ekercised 

when conclusions are to be dratted solely on the basis of alpha dose rates 

calculated by Wcodhead's model. 

Exoskeleton: 

Garamarus have a complex external geometry, as it can be seen in 

figures 1 and 2. Thus, any geometrical figure chosen to represent a Garrmarus 

incurs the risk of being regarded as an oversimplificatlon of the actual 

geometry of the organism. Not withstanding, a si^lifled geometric model of 
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Gaaraarus may be suitable to undertake alpha dosimetric calculations. Hence» 

only for purposes of calculating alpha dose rate to the exoskeleton, l e t us 

consider for the moment the external surface of a Ganroarus without any 

appendages. Then, a cylindrical-shaped idealized Ganoaxus 0.75mn radius, 

12.5rrm long ended by two semi-spheres of equal radius adjusted to the plane 

bases of the cylinder (see figure 6) beocxnes conceivable. Those average linear 

dimensions were chosen because adult Gamnarus range f ran 1 to 2 ma diameter 

and 8 to 1? am length. (See page 10). 

A significant fraction of the energy of alpha particles emitted 
226 from the atoms of Ra plus daughters deposited in the exoskeleton of 

Gamnarus will be delivered to the border layer internally adjacent to the 

Garrmarus surface, lhe thickness of this border layer has been considered equal 

bo the range , R , in water-like tissue of an alpha particle of mean energy 

equal to 5.64 MeV. 

The above interpretation permits us to derive an analytical 

expression to calculate the fraction of alpha energy delivered to that border 

layer. 

An elliptic cylinder rather than the geometric figure described 

earlier (see figure 6} would seem to be a more natural choice for a 

geometric model to the idealized Gattmarus without appendages. However, a 

prevailing factor to calculate the absorbed alpha dose to the exoskeleton 

is the fraction of alpha energy delivered to the border layer adjacent to the 

surface of Ganmarus with thickness R. Thus, the mean curvature of the 

concavity of the exoskeleton is an important quantity to consider in the 

cholee of a geometrical model to calculate absorbed dose rate due to alpha 

particles emitted from the exoskeleton. The fraction of alpha particles 
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entering the internal border layer i s , of coarse, a function of the otan 

curvature of the surface of the organism. 

She aaxiimm, I i a j c ' a n d miniraun» K^n' curvatures of an ellipse 

with seai-axis A and B (A > B) *jnd center a t the origin of a coordinate 

system are given, respectively, by the following expressions*: 

{13) W - — ^ ^ rr • * X = A 

(AH + B* - A2 x 2 ) 3 / 2 

= A3 /B* j a i d 

(14) K . = &AJÍ , at y = B 
min -,., 

(B- + A" - B2 y2 .)3 /2 

= B'A" 

on the other hand, a circle of radius, r , equal to the geometric 

mean of the inverse of the maximum and minimum curvatures of an ellipse has 

curvature equal to the mean curvature of that ellipse (proof withhold). 

Therefore, the circle of radius, r , given by 

(15) r » (K. K ) " 1 / 2 

mn max 

* <AB)1/2 

* K (x) « -W&? , «here y *= ± B (1 - X 2 / A 2 ) 1 / 2 ,• and 

(1 + d2y/dx2)3 /2 

K (y) = ÍÉSdâa _ , «here x „ ± A a - y2/B2)1/2 . 

(1 + d 2x/dy 2) 3 / 2 
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may substitute the ellipse of semi-axis A and B, as the cross-section 

of the idealized Gamoarus, as far as alpha particles entering or leaving the 

surface of the organism are concerned. 

lhe average density of Ganmarus i s only slightly greater than that 

of water. So, a 5.64 MeV alpha particle villi have range of about 40 \m 

in Garnnarus tissues. "This range i s less than 3% the diameter of the 

idealized Garamarus and defines the thickness of the border layer to consider 

for purposes of alpha dosimetry of fc'ie exoskeleton of Ganmarus. The condition 

above, expressed as follows: 

(16) R « 2a , 

where: R is the thickness of the border layer; and 

2a is the diameter of Ganmarus, 

suggests that the alpha dosimetry of the cxoskeleton of Ganmarus nay be 

treated, to some extent,, similarly to the calculations to determine the alpha 

radiation dose to cells lining the bone-soft-tissue interface in vertebrates. 

226 
Calculations of alpha radiation dose to bone containing Ra were 

made by Spiers (1953), Later, Kor̂ snenko (1957) provided an analytical method 

to calculate the absorbed dose due to alpha emitters deposited in the interface 

between bone and soft-tissue. Further developments in measuring and 

calculating the absorbed dose at a point in a soft-tissue element adjacent 

to bone uniformly loaded with a radionuclide were made by Charlton and 

(Xxmck (1962), Aspin and Johns (1963), and Howarth (1965 a and b). 

Ht*«ver, there is not yet a satisfactory solution to the problem of a finite 

cylindrical interface that can be applied directly to the alpha dosimetry 

of the exoskeleton of Ganmarus. 
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The calculation of the energy deposited by alpha-particles in 

the border layer, SL, internally adjacent to the surface of a Gonmarus will 

be undertaken on the basis of the following assumptions: 

(a) a Gamnarus without appendages may be represented by a geometric figure 

generated by a sphere of radius, a, sliding on a straight line of 

length, 2,, (see figure 6}, where: 2a and l_ are respectively the average 

diameter and average length of the idealized Garnmarus; 

(b) alpha particles are emitted isotropically; 

(c) the path of an alpha particle is a straight line; 

(d) alpha emitting radionuclides are uniformly distributed in the external 

BL adjacent to the surface of Gammarus; 

(e) alpha particles loose energy uniformly along their linear path (LET 

hypothesis) ,* 

(f) scattering of alpha particles are negligible in both media, external 

and internal to the surface of Gammarus; 

(g) the ranges of an alpha particle of 5.64 MeV are slightly different in 

soft tissue and in the exoskeleton, but in both media the ranges are 

similar to that in water {i.e., R = R . = R . s 40ym) . 

Accordingly, the flux energy, E c, carried by an alpha particle of 

initial energy, Ê - 5.64 MeV, to the BL across the surface, S, of 

Ganmarus can be determined by the following expression: 

(17, *.-ff*{Jj 22S-1 H E (l - |) r2sin 6 drded<|> 
V 47rr2 a R 

where: N is the number of alpha particles of energy E arising in a unit 

volume of the external border layer EBL at any time? 

R Is the range in water of an alpha particle of energy i ; 
*esc * exoskeleton; st ~ soft tissue; wt - water 
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V is the volume of HBL from «here the alpha particle crossing 

the differential surface element, dS, on the surface of 

Garmarus is emitted; 

(1 - ~i can be interpreted as the factor determining the amount 

of energy transported across the surface element dS by an alpha 

particle emitted at a distance r from dS; 

cos ô describes the dependence of the transfer of energy on tftb 

angle of incidence of the differential flux of alpha particles on 

the surface element dS; and 

^ r is a factor representing the isc*xopi«i in the «dssion of 

a differential source of alpha particles located at a distance, 

r, of the element of surface dS. 

Kononenko (1967) used an equation similar to (17) above to 

calculate the exchange of alpha radiation energy between two media when their 

interface is flat or spherical. However, a direct solution for the case 

of a finite cylindrical interface has not yet been presented; although 

Spiers (1958) has been successful in calculating the alpha radiation dose 

to bone by using a solution for an infinite cylindrical interface. 

lhe work of Kononenko (1957) constitutes the analytical basis 

for the model adopted to calculate the alpha energy flowing from 

EBL to the internal border layer, IBL, across the surface element, dS, of 

the cylindrical part of the interface represented diagramaticaxly in 

figure 6. Thus, that flux of alpha energy may be expressed as the sum 

of three distinct ccnpcaents, dè 2w _dê22 and j3Ê23, which are given, 

respectively, by the following equations*: 

* for details see Paschoa (1975); and observe that R a n d a are given by (16), 
and E a is the average energy of alpha particles as taken in equation (11). 
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^dèji s 
HER 

01 

8 
às a-

R2 

í? # (18) 

where c<3E2i represents the flux of alpha energy across dS fren alpha 

particles originated within the limits of the solid angle AOB (see figure 7); 

m R i R* 
(19) dE22 « — 2 - dS , 

c 8 8 a2 

where dE22 represents the flux of alpha energy from alpha particles 

emitted in the volume between the convex surface produced by the rotation 

of the line given by the following equation: 

R K 
(20) r = 1 - 2a cos 9 , arc cos —- < Ô < — ; 

2a 2 

(see figure 7) and 

NÊ 1 R2 

(21) dè23 = — ds , 
c 8 8 a2 

where J&zt represents the fraction of the rate of alpha energy deposited 

in IHL by alpha particles entering this layer across dS and originated 

in the volume, V2 3, enclosed by the surface generated by the rotation of the 

line described by equation (20) and the plane tangent to the cylindrical 

interface at dS. 

Thus, the expression for the alpha energy flowing per unit time 

fraii EEL to IBL across dS may be written as: 

122» J*»" ¿«Ai • 

where J^2i ***** i f r a n 1 th£a^3n 3 are given by the expressions J 8), 

(19) and (21), respectively. 
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After appropriate substitutions, equation (22) 

NE 
(23) <JÈa = — 2 - dS 

C 8 

The total rate of alpha energy depositai in the IBL of the 

idealised Gawnarus shown in figure 6 is given by the son of two coaponents. 

lhe iirst is obtained by integrating the expression given by equation 

(23) over the cylindrical surface of figure 6. Ihe second is the rate of 

energy ñ^y^^^ in the TFT- of thickness R adjacent to the senii—spherical 

surfaces at the edges of the cylinder and it is given by the following 

IE R 1 R: « 2 

(24) dÉ2 « — 2 L às (1 - ~ — ) 
s 8 24 a2 

derived by Kononento (1957). Thus, the rate of deposition of alpha 

energy in the IBL of thickness R of the idealized Gaomarus (figure 6) 

i s given by: 

(25) Ê2 = J J c dè 2 + J J sdê 2 
27ra¿ 4na 2 

NE irR 
o a2 + 

as. R2 

2 24 

where: cdB2 and gdE2 are given, respectively, by equations (23) and (24) above. 

Substituting a « 7.5 x 10"2on;Jl • 1.25 cm; p * 1 g/cm3; and R « 4 * 10~3an, 

equation (25) may be re-written as: 

(26) fe2 » 3.3 x IO""* [cm3] \\mf) N^-' .sec" 1 ] , 
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where N i s the number of alpha particles emitted per cubic centimeter 

per second; and i i s the mean energy of the alpha particles emitted. 

The quantity E2 i s interpreted as the rafia of absorption of alpha 

energy in the sensitive volume of the exoskeleton. Thus, i t can be denoted: 

(27) E2 = B ^ 

Now, the total average weight of a Gamnarus has been determined to be 

5.2 + 1.5 mg (see page i o ) , and the percentage in weight of the exoskelefcon 

i s 20 + 5% (see table 6) . Therefore, the average volase of the exoskeleton, 

V , from where alpha particles are emitted may be estimated as follows: 

0.2 x 5.2jmg| 
(28) V « 

& 103(mg/cm2j 

« 1.04 x lo~3cm3 . 

Thus, the rate of alpha energy emitted, E _ . in the exoskeleton is given by: 
fall 

(29) è « 1.04 * 10~3|an3|i ¡MeVi Njan-^sec"1 j . 

Therefore, the ratio, P, of alpha energy absorbed to alpha energy emitted 

in the «©skeleton i s given by: 

É . 3.3 x 10** I N 

(30) F = - ~ S -^L « 0.32 
É _ 1.04 x1o"3 E N em a 

Thus, equation (11) when used to calculate the average alpha dose rate to 

the exoskeleton of Ganmarus should be written as: 

(31) Da = 25.7 FC * 8.2 C 

where Da is in rad/hr; and C is in nCl
 226Ra/ng. 
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lhe appendages may be considered, for dosimetric purposes, as 

having shape similar, to that of the IrtenliTwrt Ganaras of figure 6, 

taut with dimensions much mate reduced. Ibas, let us consider sor the 

appendages the radius a' * R (see, for example, figure 8) and the average 

length I» » Í/3 (see figure 1 and 2). Then, equation (25) may be 

re-written as: 

NÊ TTR2 

<32> êabs = -f 
2 

23 i 
— R + -
24 6 

= 5.3 *1(T* ifi a 

Since there are 28 major appendages in Gaoraarus (see figure 2), the rate of 

alpha energy absorbed in al l appendages i s about 28 E* . 

The total volume of the appendages may be calculated similarly to 

the volume of the exoskeleton, by using data from page 10 and table 6. 

Thus, the total volume of appendages i s approximately: 

5.2 jrng! 
(33) V . » 0.06 

a F P 1 0 J j m g / o n 3 ! 

* 3 . 1 ••< 1 0 ~ * c m s 

Thus, the rate of emission of alpha particles in the appendages can be 

expressed as: 

(34) Ê» - 3.1 x lo"" Ê N . 
an a 

Therefore, the ratio, F', of alpha energy absorbed to that of emitted in 

is given by: 
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28 x 5.3 x N T ' HÊ, 
(35) F. » 2 « 0.48 . 

3.1 x 10~* NÊ 
a 

Thas, equation (11) to be used for rjpendages may be modified as follows: 

(36) 5 * 25.7 FfC = 12.3 C , 
<x 

where D is in rad/hr; and C is in rCi "*Ha/*»J» as earlier. 

Internai and External Dose Rates to Gannarus of Hudson River 

The internal alpha dose rate fro» radian to Ganseas of Hudson 

River can be calculated on the basis of equations (11), (31) and (36), 

provided that the concentration, C, be given in pCi "*Ra/g wet and the 

dose rate, D be expressed in vtrad/hr. 

The distribution of alpha emitters from 22tRa plus daughters 

in Gamarus obtained after 160 hours of accurauiaticn of radium under 

laboratory conditions is vxxe likely to be closer to the existing distribution 

of alpha emitters in Gamnarus living in a natural environment than the 

distribution obtained after only 24 hours of accumulation in the laboratory. 

However, the steady state condition may be achieved only after several 

weeks of accuoulatjon. Studies on accumulation of 226Ra by Ganmarus 

directly fro» water were undertaken for short periods, because after 8 days 

the non-fed organisns started dying. Thus, bearing in mind this restriction, 

the non-uniformity ratios C/cL, listed in table 9, are usee! to estimate the 

average concentration of 226Ra in different sites of Gammarus of the Hudson 

River, where a quasi-steady state situation is assumed to prevail. 

Hie values C „ used to calculate the other concentration, is 0.47 pCi 2i6Ra/g 

wet, which is the average of the concentrations of 4 samples (> 1* 10" 

organisms each sample) obtained by gansia opectrametry and radon emanation 

techniques. 
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Table 12 shows the average concentrations of 22sRa in the whole 

body and distinct sites of Ganmarus of Hudson River, as well as the 

average concentrations of 21 °Po and 228Th plus u lughters, and the 

corresponding alpha dose rates. The alpha dose rate to the G.I. tract from 

226Ra plus daughters, excluding 210Po, is 13 urad/hr (i.e., *v 0.11 rad/yr). 

This dose rate is about four times higher than the a?pha dose rate to the 

whole body due to 226Ra plus daughter and 228Th plus daughter (see table 12). 

Nevertheless, that alpha dose rate to the G.I. tract is only about half of 

the annual external dose received by Garrmarus from "*°K in sediments, as 

it will be seen later in this work. Anvway, the "critical" organ for 

Gatimarus should be considered the G;i. tract, because: (i) alpha emitters 

frcm the thorium series may contribute as high as twice that contribution 

from 22$Ra plus daughters to the alpha dose rate to the G.I. tract when 

both 22rfTh and 226Fa are found to have similar activity concentration; and 

(ii) the dose equivalent (in terms of m rem/yr) has a quality factor of 

10 for alpha particles, and "°K is a beta-gamma emitter. However, the 

concentration of 228Th in the G.I. tract of Gamraarus is still not known. 

Hot spots in soft tissue and exoskeleton may receive alpha dose 

rates 18 times higher than the average dose rates to soft tissues. 

However, those hot spots are believed to change sites within the organian 

as a function of time, thus the localized dose rates to hot spots may be 

meaningless, unless the average dose rate throughout the path of these 

hot spots can also be estimated. 

The contents of 226Ra, 228Ra, 228Th, V0K and selected manmade 

radionuclides in Ganmarus of Hudson River are listed in table 13, with the 

corresponding upper limits for beta dose rates. These upper limits were 

calculated by using Loevinger's approach (Loevinger et al., 1956) and 

including contributions frcm Auger - and conversion - electrons whenever 

those emissions might contribute signif ioantly to the total beta dose rate. 
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The conversion electrons frcnt marinade 137Cs contribute over 30% to the beta 

dose per pCi l3"'Cs/g wet, while the Auger - plus conversion - electrons 

from the natural series emitters have contributions to the beta dose rate 

per pCi/g wet as follows (see table 13): 14.3 % (frati 22:Ba - 228Ac); 

13.8%(frcm 228Th plus daughters); 9.7% (frcm 226Ra - 21l,Po). Ihe upper 

limits of the internal beta dose rates from marmade radionuclides to 

Gammarus of Hudson River near Indian Point is only 3.2% of the internal 

beta dose rates from natural radionuclides. 

The contribution from internal gamma radiation to the total 

dose rate may be regarded as negligible, because it would be about three 

orders of magnitude lower than other component contributions to the total 

dose rate to Ganmarus. The internal garnma-dose rate to zcoplankton has 

been approached by Wbodhead throuç.i *-be following equation developed by 

Loevinger et al. (1956), pg. 853: 

(37) 5 = TCpoi * I0~3prad/hr. 

where: r is the specific gamma-ray constant in an2.rad/hr.mCi; 

C is the acTivlty concentration in pCi/g;-

Po is the density of the organism in g/cm3; and 

ç is the mean geometrical factor in cm. 

Formulas for r and g had been xirst derived by Marinelll et al. (1948). 

values for r at several gamma energies are tabulated by Loevinger et al. (1956) 

pp. 889 and 904. Thus, the internal ganra dose rate to Ganmarus can be 

easily calculated by placing g = 0.86 on (see Pascboa 1975, Appendix III) 

for Gammarus, but it is not included in table 13. 

Table 14 shows the average concentrations of natural and 

selected marinade radionuclides in sediments of Hudson River at Indian Point 

in the biennium 1969-1970 and in the years 1972 and 1973. The average 
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concentrations of selected mannade radionuclides shown in table 14 are 

calculated from measurements of samples taken from the section of the 

Hudson River in front of Indian Point Nuclear Power Plants, thus 

representing average calculated only with the maximum values of concen

trations of mannade radionuclides in sediments. Potassium 40 itself 

presents specific activity in the sediments more than twice the sum of 

specific activities of all other gatrma emitting radionuclides listed 

in table 14. 

In order to calculate the dose rate received by Gamraarus from 

radionuclides in the sediments of Hudson River in front of Indian Point, 

the following assumptions have been made: 

(i) radionuclides are uniformly distributed in an infinite slab of 

sediment; 

(ii) ü-238 is in equilibrium with daughters in sediment of Hudson River; 

(iii) Th-232 is also in equilibrium with daughters in sediment of Hudson 

River; 

(iv) Gawnarus spend half day at sediment surface and half day-at 1 meter 

above the sediment surface; 

(v) the contribution of natural ganrna emitters in the sediments to the 

exposure rate at 1 meter above sediment surface is about 1/2 of that 

contribution at sediment surface. 

These assumptions were incorporated into the approximate expression presented 

by Lentsch (1974) to calculate external dose rates at sediment surface. 

Accordingly, the contribution to the external dose rate due to beta and 

garrnia emitters at sediment surface is given by the following expression: 

(38) 5j9g/58 - 4.67 (i$ • iy) , 

v*ere: 5 M » average dose rate at sediment surface, mrad/yr. 
SS 
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C = average concentration of radionuclide in the sediment, 

pCi/g dry; 

E 0 - average beta energy, MeV/dis, and 

£ = average gamma energy, MeV/dis. 

Equation (38) has been used associated with the decay characteristics 

presented in Martin and Blichart-Ttof t (1970) to calculate the contributions 

per pCi/g dry of natural and selected maraade radionuclides found in 

sediments to the external dose rate to Garaoarus at sediment surface and at 

1 meter above the sediment surface. Table 15 presents the value of these 

contributions. 

Using data from tables 14 and 15, the annual dose rates to 

Ganroarus of Hudson Fiver living in the vicinity of Indian Point have been 

evaluated for periods of time to which the average concentrations of 

radionuclides in sediments were available. The results of such evaluations 

are shown in table 16. From table 16 it can be seen that in 

the bienniurti 1969-1970 the average annual external dose to Gammarus from 

marinade radionuclides was about 50% of the external dose from natural 

emitters in the sediments. Assuming that the external annual dose rates 

to Garanarus from the natural series for the years 1972 and 1973 remained 

the same as they were in the biennium 1969-1970, it may be observed that 

the annual external dose rate from marinade sources in the sediments in 

1972 was about the same as the external dose rate from natural sources, 

while in 1973 the dose rate dropped again to the 1969-70 level. These 

results are in general agreement with the earlier estimated dose io 

benthos in the vicinity of Indian Point made by VSrenn et al. (1973b). 

The total dose rates to Gammarus of Hudson River near' Indian 

Point from natural and selected mamtade sources are presented in table 17, 
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under the assumption that the externai dose rates for the biemium 1969^70 

represent the ordinary levels ±n the Hudson River in front of Indian Point. 

The values of internal alpha and beta dose rates have been taken from 

tables 12 and 13, respectively. The dose rate due to cosnic radiation has 

been estimated, assuming a value corresponding to 1/e of the dose rate 

at sea le.el, as in Eisenbud (1973) p. 194. The dose rate from radionuclides 

in water has been neglected because the concentrations of both natural 

and marinade radionuclides in water are at least 2 orders of magnitude 

lower than those concentrations in Ganmarus. 

Conclusions 

The total external dose rate of 673 mrad/yr (449 nrad/yr frcm 

natural sources) received by Garrmarus from radionuclides in the sedl.nents 

of Hudson River is in general agreement with the dose estimations made 

earlier by Folsom and Harley (1957), who put between 40 and 620 mrad/yr 

the dose rate from deep sea sediments when *°K is the only contributor. 

I The combined radiations of natural and manmade radionuclides in sediments 

| cause 95% of the total (internal j>lus external) radiation dose rate 

received by Gammarus of Hudson River in front of Indian Point. 

The inescapable conclusion inferred from table 17 is that the low 

level radioactivity releases from a long time operating nuclear power 

station located at Indian Point do not increase significantly the dose rate 

received by Gammarus from natural sources and from radionuclides^produced 

in weapon-tests. It appears safe to suppose, to a first approximation, 

that benthic organisms are subject to higher dose rates from both natural 

and marinade sources deposited in the sediments than other marine organisms. 
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The dose rate from intern*) alpha emitters to the whole body 

contributes with only 4% to the total dose rate received by Ga^marus of 

the Alison River at Indian Point. However, in terms of dose equivalent, 

the natural sources (internal plus external) would contribute with 

more than 75% of the total dose to Ganraarus, because of the biological 

effects of high IJET radiation that mate the dose fran internally emitted 

alpha particles at least as important as those from background ganma 

plus beta radiation. The alpha dose rate from radium to the G.I. tract 

of Gammarus may be one to two orders of magnitude higher than the 

natural alpha dose rate to the whole body. So, the G.I. tract should be 

considered the "critical organ" for Gartroarus, and further studies should 

be undertaken to determine the dose to the G.I. tract of zooplarikion 

from mamade alpha emitters. 
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Table 1 
Ra-226 in Plankton 

Qgnus and/or Species 

Calarais f irrr-arcus 

Diato-n 

Chaetoceros and 
Fhizosolenia 

Sketotenera and 

Kitachia 

Gar 

Origin 

Mission'uay, 
California 

North Sea 

Providence Channel, 
3aiTE?as 

lake Low?r 3ass. 
Canada 

Lake Upper Bass, 
Canada 

Lake V.^skinorgs, 
Cañad:: 

Laka Perch, Carada 

Agulhas Current, 
So. Africa 

W. of St.. Africa 

South Africa 

X10-12 g/g wet 

Phvto-

ldC0.2] 

7.7d[1.5] 

1.0dC0.2] 

it+ 

0.1^0.00]* 

O.O4dr.0.O0B] 

0.275 

1.8d[0.41 

t0.22{6id!-Q.C4]** 

+0.92(16;UL0.23 

tl.lO(18)drQ.2] 

f3.8(18)drO.S] 

+1.5(18}a!:0.4] 

tt2.5(15)aC0.5] 

0.048 

References 

Brunovski (1932) 
DVc>ns, e t a l . (1938) 

Fcyn, e t a l . (1939) 

Ktcsy & T i t :i?56) 

Cerrai , e t a l . (1964); 
Tass i -Pela t i £ Tr iu iz i 
(1968); Schroiber(1367) 

Ssai» (1967) 

Hnvlik (1S70 ) 

tovlik (1970 ) 

Kavlik (1970 ) 

Havlik (1970 ) 

Shannsn S Cherry 
(1971) 

Shannon & Cherry 

(1971) 

Shannon & Cherry (1971), 
Shannon (1972b) 

This work 

a Ccnoentrattnrs per «sh vrl-jht; 
c! Ccncentratior s r dry weight; 
* Fig\¿res : L-Suketa indica te estimated concentration per wet weight? 

** Figures ' ".--• jorenthcsses indica te the ntraber of samples used t o ca lcu la te the average; 
t :-:-oi. s^çe—ÍJSCI vhotSxa: phyto- c r zoo-, but: i t i s PIZÍTZKÚ to be mostly scoplankton; 

* i Se.'on pliy^oolnnkton sarr»ic«: ¿srong f i f teen plankton samples. 



Genus and/oar 
Species 

Euphausia 
Pacifica 

Dinoflagelates 

Copepod 

Euphausiid 

Gaoraarus 

Origin 

South Pacific 

Cape of Good Hope, 
South Africa 

Oregon 

Capetown, 
South Africa 

South Africa 

California 

Lake Washington, 
Washington State 

Lake Washington, 
Washington State 

JUÓT. de Fuca, 
Washington State 

Oregon 

Hudson River 

Table 2 

Po-2ir and Pb-210 in Plankton 

Po-210 
(pCl/g wet) 

Phyto-

2.0' 

<0.09 

ZOO-
n 

Pb-210 
(pci/g wet) 

Phyto- Zoo-

2.8(20)d 4.7(78)d* 

C.380 

0.061(3) 

0.036(2) 

4.75(9) 

0.237 

0.035 

0.11(10)' 

0.105(3) 0.399(11) 0.033(3) 0.033(11) 

0.031 

0.0045(3) 

0.0066(2) 

0.030(9) 

0.018 

References 

Hill (1965) 

Shannon & Cherry 
(1967) 

Beasley (1969) 

Shannon, et al. 
(1970) 

Shannon (1973) 

Poisam ft Beasley (1973) 

Schell, et al. 
(1973) 

Schell,et al. (1973) 

Schell, et al. (1973) 

Beasley, et al. (1973) 

This work 

n - not specified Whether ash, dry or wet. 

d - concentration per dry weight. 

* - figures inside parenthesis indicate the number of samples used to calculate the average. 



Table 3 

K-40f Total a-Activity, Th-228 and Ra-228 In Plankton 

K-40 

Genus and/or 
Specie? 

Oopepod 

Euphausiid 
Ganroarus 

•Dotal 
Alpha 

Th-228 
Ganmarus 

Pa-228 [Gounarus 

Origin 

Hudson River, NY 

West of South 
Africa 

Southeast of 
South Africa 

C. Peninsula & 
Capetown, 3. Africa 

Robben Island 

South Africa 

South Africa 

South 1\£ rica 

Hudson River, NY 

Hudson River, NY 

pCi/q dry) 
Phytc— 

-

-

-

5.15(5)* 

Zoo-

10.8 

4.8 

0.48W 

6.7(5) 

References 

Osterberg, et ai. 

Osterberg, et al. 

This work 

Cherry (1964) 

(1963) 

(1963) 

5.5(145) 

0.027 rW 

2.4(6) 

23.6(9) 

3.8 

5.0(145) 

0.008w 

0.39(15)" 

0.022 

0.061 

>w 

Cherry (1964) 

Cherry (1964) 

Cherry (1964) 

Shannon (1969) 

Cherry, et al. (1969) 

Shannon (1972b) 

This work 

This work 

* Figures inside parenthesis indicate the number of sanples used to calculate the average. 
w- concentration per wet weight. 
t- not specified whether phyto- or zoo-, but it is assumed to be mostly zoo-plankton. 



Radionuclide 

*»»u 
«I 

"*mi 

•1 
» % a 

6 

Yl (0.13) 
""Pa 

(99) 

» 1 

m 0 

• I 
2 J 0n» 

«I 
"£Ra 

•i 
"2Rn 

2 1*PO 

«1 

el(0.02) 
1 "At 

, N.00) a+ 
2 |*Bi 

a 

ft 1(99.93) 

"-PO 

, (0.02) B+ 

*»«pb 

•* 
2 , 9 Bi 

$ JMOO) 
21«Po 

°, (0.00013) 
a i 6 Tl 

2» 3 

Half-Life 

4.51 * 10» yr 

24.1 d 

1.17 m 

6.75 hr 

2.47 * 10s yr 

8.0 x 10* yr 

1602 yr 

3.823 d 

3.05 m 

<v2s 

19.7 m 

164 ps 

21 yr 

5.01 d 

138.4 d 

4.19 m 

stable 

•teble 4 

Uraniin Series 

Energies of Bnissicns (MeV) and Intensit ies (*) 
a & y 

4.15 (25)* 

4.20 (75) 

-

-

-

4.72 (28) 

4.^7 (72) 

4.62 (24) 

4.68 (76) 

4.60 (6) 

4.78 (95) 

5.49 (ÍOO) 

6.00 Cv.100) 

6.65 (6) 

6.70 (94) 

5.45 (0.012) 

5.51 (0.008) 

7.69 (lOO)-

3.72 (2x10"*) 

4.65 (7*10r5) 
4.69 (5*10"*) 

5.305 (100) 

-

-

0.103 (21) 

0.193 (79) 

2.29 (98) 

0.53 (66) 

1.13 (13) 

-

-

-

-

0.33 (-vL.019) 

? (tO.l) 

1..0 (23) 

1.51 (40) 

3.26 (19) 
-

0.016 (85) 

0.061 (15) 

1.161 (-x-100) 

-

1.571 (100) 

^ 

-

0.063 (3.5) 

0.093 (4) 

0.765 (0.30) 

1.001 (0.60) 

0.100 (50) 

0.70 (24) 

0.90 (70) 

0.053 (0.2) 

0.068 (0.6) 

0.142 (0.07) 

0.186 (4) 

0.510 (0.07) 

— 

-

0.609 (47) 

1.120 (17) 

1.764 (17) 

0.799 (0.014) 

0.047 (4) 

-

0.803 (0.0011) 

-

— 

* Numbers in parentheses indicate intensity in percent. 
Basal on data from: Lederox et a l . , 1967. 
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Table 6 

Weight Distribution in Ganmarus 

Part of Organisms Percentage 

Soft tissue ft water* 74±8+ 

ExDskeleton 20±5+ 

Appendages** 6±3+ 

* The water percentage of total weight 
in 70 organisms was (70±6%) with lo. 

t Indicates the approximate range for 
10 organisns. 

** Including Telaon. 



Table 7 

Steps to Make Autoradiographs of Gaimiarus 

1. Treat the dead organism with formalin over night and 
fix in parafin next day. 

2. Cut the organism in 5um sections with a micro tome 
knife and array each layer of few sections (5 to 15) 
in pre-cleaned microscopic slides. 

3. Put the microscopic slides in appropriate mettalic 
racks to dry overnight at room temperature, or op
tionally in a tenperature-controlled oven. 

4. De-wax the slides by dipping the racks in alcohol. 

5. Dip in xylene for 2.5 minutes. 

6. Repeat step 5 using other xylene container. 

7. Dip in absolute alcohol for 1.5 minutes. 

8. 95% alcohol for 1.5 minutes. 

9. 80% alcohol for 1.5 minutes. 

10. Rinse in tap water for 1.5 minutes. 

11. Wash in distilled water for 15 minutes. 

12. Dry over night at room temperature. 

13. Nash in tap water. 

14. In a dark room, immerse each slide quickly in nuclear 
emulsion, NTB-2 or NTB-3. 

15. Let dry for at least 30 minutes and seal for light in 
appropriate boxes. 

16. Store at 4°C to expose the nuclear emulsion to the 
alpha particles, from 1 day to 4 weeks, depending on 
the activity concentration in the organism. 

17. Again in a dark room, transfer the slides to metallic 
racks, immerse in the developer (5 minutes for Kodak 
D-19), dip in tap water (̂  10 seconds), Immerse in the 
fixer (5 minutes for Kodak fixer), and rinse in tap 
water for 30 minutes before leaving the dark room. 

18. Let dry over night (optionally). 

19. Filter the hematoxylin recem-prepared for staining 
procedures. 

20. Dip in iietnp.tDxylin for 3 minutes. 

21. Rinse in tap water until it runs clear. 

22. Quick dip in 1% acid alcohol. 

23. Rinse in tap water - make 2 changes of water. 

24. Dip for 3 seconds in saturated Li2Co5. 

25. Rinse in tap water - more than 20 dips. 

26. Dip for 30 seconds in eosion. 

27. Rinse in tap water until it runs clear. 

28. Dip 15 to 20 tiroes in 95% alcohol. 

29. Repeat step 29 using other container. 

30. Dip 15 to 20 times in absolute alcohol. 

31. Repeat step 30 using other container. 

32. Dip 10 to 20 times in xylene. 

33. Let stay in xylene for 5 minutes (use other container) 

34. If still pale, go to step 20 and proceed from there. 

35. If stained, mount the slides with cover glass to pro
tect the emulsion layer. 

36. The slides are ready for microscopic examination. 



Table 8 

226 
Average Concentrations of Ra In Parts of Ganmarus Body 

after 4 hours of Accumulation under laboratory Conditions 

Site of 
the Microvolume 

exoskeleton 

appendages 

soft tissue 

Total Areas, 
I A., Counted 

x 105 

2.25 

0.90 

11.3 

Total Tracks 
Counted 

745 

396 

197 

Exposure f j?_ Tracks^ C 
Time I, irn̂ -hr /nCi 22GRa\ 
"hours1 * io~s î'g tissue/ 

672 

672 

672 

0.493 

0.985 

0.026 

1.73 

3.46 

0.091 

K • C/C water* 

8.0 

15.9 

0.42 

* C water at time zero: 0.217 nCi 226Ra/tal. 



Table 9 

Average Concentrations, C, of
 22Sa in Selected Parts of Gamnarus 

and the Ncm-Onifontiity Ra t ios of C t o t h e Mean Concentration, 
Yt 226 

CL, i n the E n t i r e Organism Assuming Uniform Dis t r ibu t ion of Ra 

Site 

ExDskeleton 

Appendage 

G.I. Tract (gut) 

Soft Tissue 

Non-identified Organc 

C(nCi/tag) 
A24* 

0.20±0.O4 

0.16+0.03 

0.77±C14 

0.07210.002** 

_ 

A160** 

0.15 ±0 .03 

0.006+0.001 

>4.4 

O.039±0.007d 

>3.0 

'¿a 
A24 A160 

2.1 0.38 

1.7 0.15 

8.2 >11 

0.13 0.10 

>7.7 

a Calculation based on alpha track counting and equation 9. 

b Obtained through gamna spectrometry by using the net count r a t e 

under 226Ra photopeak a t 180 keV. 

c Consultation with several marine biologists has not provided a 

positive identif ication, 

d Stars in localized spots being the concentration up to 0.71 nCi 
2 2Wng (see figure 5 as an i l lustration). 

e CG(Ar24) = 0.094±0.008 nCi/inj wet; and c"G(A-160) = 0.39+0.03 

Jttjmq wet. 

* After 24 hours 

** After 160 hours 



Table 10 

Ratios of the Concentrations of in the G.I. Tract 

to Concentration of 226 Ra In Selected Par ts of Gammarus 

Ratio definition 

G.I. Tract/Exoskeleton 

G.I. Tract/Appendages 

G.I. Tract/Soft t i ssue 

G.I. Tract/ixan-identified organ 

Ratios in different 

times of accumulation of 226Ra 

24* hrs 

3.9 

4.8 

11 

_ 

160** hrs 

>29 

>733 

*113 

*1.5 

*G.I. t r ac t concentration: 0.77 ±0.14 nCi ^°Ra/tog wet 
22fi 

**G.I. t r ac t concentration: > 4.4 nCi Ra/tag wet 



Table 11 

Average Alpha Dose Rates, Da, to Vhole Body, Q.I. Tract, Soft Tissues, 

Appendages, Expskeleton and a Non-Identified Organ of 

Garanarus labelled with 

_ * 
Average Dose Rate, D (rad/hr) 

Site 

Mole body 

6 .1 . tract 

Soft t issue 

Non-identifie 

BtDskeletnn 

Appendages 

d organ 

After 24 hrs 

2.4 

20 

1.9 

-

1.6** 

1.1*** 

After 160 hrs 

10 

>113 

1.0 

> 77 

1.2** 

0.04*** 

L 

• D a ace determined b, afcetitatta, the values <* C art C Q tarn 

Table 9 into equation (11), unless stated otherwise. 

** Determined by substituting the value of C from Table 9 into 

equation (31). 

*** Determined by substituting the value of C frcm Table 9 into 

equation (36). 



Tabls 12 

Average Oonosntrations of "'Ba, tt0Po ana *"lh ana Daughters 

in Gsnomarus of Hudson River Plus ths Average Oonoantrations in Distinct 

Sit— of ths Organisms, as Wall as ths Alpha Doss Rates 

Si t s 

Whole body 

G.I. tract 
Soft t issue 
tfon-ldentifisd 
Exoskeleton 
Appendages 

organ 

"«Ra 

0.04710.000 

0.517** 
0.0047 

0.362** 
0.018 
0.007 

Concentration 
CpCi/g wet) 

4 l 0PO 

0.034±0.004* 

-

-
«• 

-

-

22,Th 

0.022±0.006 

-

-
«* 

-
— 

Alpha Dose Rate 
yrad/hr 

i2sRa-al"Po 
b 1 .2 

(11 rarad/yr) 

*D 
b0.12 
b 9.3 
C0.15 
d0.09 

¿a*Ra+Daught.t 
ía*ttrtDaught. 

*3.1 
(27 mrad/Vr) 

mm 

-

-

-

-

* Measured in one sample containing 256 mg dry. 

** Lower limit. 

* Sum of doss rate calculated by equation (11) plus D (2l0Po) 

Da(
a2,Bi + daughters) - 2.13 x 31.93 (il*Tti «• daughters) 

b Oil gristed by equation (11). 
C Calculated by equation (31). 

Calculated by equation (36). 

2.13 x 5.3 C(ll0Po) plus 



Table 13 

Content of Selected Natural and Marinade Radionuclides in Gawnarua* from the Hudson River 
and the upper Limits for the Corresponding Beta Dose Rates** 

Radionuclide 

2J8Ra 

*2«Ra-228Ac 

*a*Th+Dau 

»"Cs 

nn 
S0Co 
95Zr-Mb 

Concentration 

pCi/g wet 

0.48 ±0. 

0.47 ±0. 

0.06U0. 

0.022+0. 

0.032*0, 

0.024±0. 

0.019*0. 

0.009±0. 

08 

008t 

015 

006 

005 

006 

005 

006 

Contributions Due to 
Emissions*** 

(virad/gr)/(pCi/g) 
SC 

0.0005 

0.0038 

0.0004 

0.018 

0.001 

0.0085 

<0.0001 

0.0002 

c.e. 

0.181 

0.1268 

0.2186 

0.1277 

0.0004 

0.0007 

0.0085 

S decay" 

1.069 

1.9 

0.887 

1.711 

0.402 

0.206 

* 0.252 

Upper Limit of 
Beta Dose Rate 

Mrad/lir 

0.51+0.09 ] 
í 

O.lOiO.02 ] 

0.06±0.02 '' 

0.0410.01 

0.017t0.003 

0,000210.0001 

0.004*0.001 

0.002±0.002 

tirad/hr, 

0.71±0.09 Natural, 
(6.2 mrad/yr) '' 

0.023 0.004 Manroade 
(0.2 mrad/yr) 

* All results with exception of those for 2a6Ra were obtained based on ganitva spectrcrnetry of the ashes of a 
number of samples with total content more tiiat 1 x 10 ̂ individual organisms. 

** Beta doae rates were calculated assuming total absorption of energy within the organisms and taking into 
account the average beta decay energy plus the contributions of Auger and conversion electrons whenever 
those contributions were significant. 

*** The contributions due to Auger electrons (eA), conversion electron» (c.e.) and beta decay were calculated 
baaed on data taken from Martin and alichert-Toft (1970). 

t Average of measurements made by gam» spectrometry and by radon emanation technique in four samples. 



Table 14 

Average Oonoentrations of Natural and 

Selected Manaade Radiomen 14w in S^iwents 

of Hudson River in front of Indian Point 

pCidry 

tedionuclide 

K-40 

Ra-226 

•m-232 

Gs-137 

Cs-134 

m-54 

00-60 

0O-58 

Zr-!tt>-95 

Oe-144 

(53)* 
1969-70** 

18±2 

0.91i0.07 

1.20±0.1 

2 . U 1 . 9 

0.9+1.4 

0 . 5 8 + 0 . 5 8 

0.52±0.51 

0.06±0.32 

0.3210.63 

0.5510.52 

(6) 
1972t 

1912 

-

-

2 . 7 1 1 . 9 

3 . 9 1 3 . 7 

2 . 5 1 3 . 1 

1.3 ± 1 . 0 

0.1310.34 

-

_ 

(19) 
1973ft 

17±2 

-

-

3 . 3 + 1 . 8 

1 . H 0 . 8 

0.21±0.18 

0.4810.47 

-

-

_ 

•Parentheses indicate the nunfcer of sanples. 

**Data taken from Lentsch (1974). 
fData taken from Wrenn et al . (1972). 

+t 
Data taken fran Wrenn et al. (1973a). 



Table 15 

Contribution of Natural and Selected Marinade Radionuclides t o the 

External Dose Rate to Ganroarus Assuming an Infinite Slab of Sediment 

Containing Uniformly Distributed Radionuclides* 

(mrad/yr)/(pCi/g dry) 
_ _ _ _ _ _ „ 

Radionuclide At Sediment Surface Above Sediment Surface 

K-40 

U-23840aughters 

Th-232+Oaughters 

Cs-137 

Cs-134 

m-54 

00-60 

Go-58 

Zr-Nb-95 

Ce-144+Daughters 

Gamma 

3.7 

23 

44 

13 

37 

20 

58 

23 

56 

0.92 

Beta & Ganma 

13 

66 

70 

18 

41 

20 

60 

24 

61 

26 

Garana 

1.9** 

12** 

22** 

8.3 

21 

11 

33 

11 

33 

0.70 

* Values based on Lentsch (1974) assuming that Gatimarus spend half day 
at sediinent surface and half day at 1 meter above the sediment surface. 

* Assuming half of the contribution at sedisnent surface. 



Table 16 

Average External Dose Rate to Ganmarus Due to ¿adioraclides 
in the Sediment of toisón River Near Indian Point* 

(mrad/yr) 

Radionuclide 

K-40 

U-23840aughters** 

Th-232+Oaughters*^ 

Cs-137 

Cs-134 

tta-54 

Go-60 

Co-58 

Zr-Kb-95 

Ce-144+Daughters 

At Sediment Surface (1/2 cay) 

1969-70 
Y 6+Y 

67 

21 

53 

27 

33 

12 

30 

1. 

18 

0. 

4 

51 

234 

60 

84 

38 

37 

.12 

31 

1.4 

20 

14 

1972 
Y 

70 

-

-

J3 

144 

50 

75 

3.0 

-

— 

8+Y 
247 

-

-

49 

160-

50 

78 

3.1 

-

-

1073 
Y B+Y 

63 

-

-

43 

41 

4.2 

28 

-

-

— 

221 

-

-

59 

45 

4.2 

29 

-

-

— 

At 1 Meter above 
Sediment (1/2 day) 

1969-70 1972 1973 
Y Y Y 

34 

11 

26 

17 

19 

6.4 

17 

Ü.66 

11 

0.39 

36 

-

-

22 

82 

28 

43 

1.4 

-

— 

32 

-

-

27 

23 

2.3 

16 

-

-

— 

8+Y at Sediment Surface 
Plus y at 1 Meter 

1969-70 

268 ] 

71 Í449 

U0 J 
55 " 

56 

18 ; 

48 ; 224 

2.1 

31 ! 

14 ! 

1972 

283 

-

-

71 

242 

.78 

121 

4.5 

~ 

— 

1973 

253 

-

-

86 

68 

7 

45 

-

-

— 

•Obtained by multiplying the corresponding values of Tables 14 arri 15. 

••Assuming equilibrium of 238U and 226Ra in the sediments and disregarding 222Rn diffusion. 

•••Assuming equilibriim of 232Th and 22eRa in the sediments and disregarding 220Rn diffusion. 



Table 17 

Dose 3ates to Gannvarus of Hudson River Near Indian toint 

from Natural and Selected Manmade Sources of Radiation 

Total 

(mrad/yr) 

Source of 
Radiation 

Internal alpha 

Internal beta* 

External 

Cosmic radiation 

Natural 

27 

6.2 

449 

0** 

Manmade 

-

0.2 

224 

-

Natural plus 
Marinade 

27 

6.4 

673 

10 

492 224 716 

*Upper limits assuming total absorption of beta radiation within 
Gavnmarus. 

**Assuming constant exposure at a depth C>< 10m) corresponding to 
1/e of the dose rate of 28 mrad/yr (Eisenbud, 1973, p. 194) at 
sea level. 



Figuie 1 - A magnified photograph {12 X) of a typical 

Garmarus of the Hudson íiver. 



Figure 2* 

Common C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of C. d a i h e r i , G. f a s c i a t u s ana G. Ticximis 

P FRAC 0 / | 

*r.ü«±<'„*â iron Bousfield (1973). 



Figure 3 Í Geometric Diagram of Alpha Particle Entering Emulsion: 
(a) 80 represents the maxinust angle that an alpha 
particle can be emitted írora 0 to enter the sxuisior. 
*(cos 3o « x/R) ; (b) R represents the ranee of an alpha 
particle of energy, Ea, In the tissue. (Adapted from 
Vaughan et al., 1973). 
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Figure 4- -;Cit;"1 Al}ii>-"̂  oiie::«jy «vaj J .-.bit! i or depos i t i on 
por zipV. p a r t i c l e per 226>;i: ¿ i u i n t c g r a t i o ü vs, 
f r a c t i o n of ration et.capi.jiy. 
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Figure 5 - Detailed view of autoradiograph showing alpha particle 

stars in the exoskeleton and soft tissue of Gammarus - A160, 

magnification 300X. 



Figure 6 

View of Geometrical Model for idealized Cylindrical Shaped 
Gammarus Surface 

a-longitudinal cross-section; 

0.75mm 

\<~>\<r \ -12.5mm 
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b-transversal cross-section; 

2c = }.5mm 

..«,*_ «dfcphh «efcS»!e<**S 



Figure ? 

Spher ica l I n t e r f a c e between Ttfo Media wi th D i f f e r e n t Soiirce 
Strength of A l p h a - p c r t i c J c s and D i f f e r e n t Stopping Povers 

Adapt o 5 tremí KononenJco, 195'/ . 



Figure 8 

Detailed viev of an ar •ancl-ge of Gawnarus labelled 

with 226Ra BPac:r;I£icati£n - 300X. 


